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You have been hoaxed.
You have been made to believe that the way you are is somehow NOT GOOD
ENOUGH for the women that you want. You were made to believe that if you’re not
driving a specific car or aren’t 6 feet tall, you can’t get the girl that you want.
You were made to live in a small bubble of limitations that are FALSE.
With this manual, I want to wake you up from the “I’m-not-good-enough” trance that
you were put in, and show you the exact steps you can take from approaching a girl
to getting her number through a system I call “The Simple System”
You won’t have to wrap your head around it, and after you read it, you’ll feel clear
about this topic of meeting women.
I will destroy some of the most common false beliefs you probably hold about
women and by the end of this small yet powerful manual, you will feel that your
world has been expanded, and that you can confidently go out and approach the
woman you want.
Let’s get started.
There are only 4 steps from meeting a girl to getting her number.
1. First, you need to know how to start a conversation.
2. Second, you need to know how to keep the conversation going.
3. Third, you need to know how to create attraction between her and you — which
is far easier than what you’ve been probably taught.
4. And fourth, you need to know how to confidently TELL her to give you her
number.
That is it.
In this short manual, I want to outline these 4 steps and help you do it TODAY.
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Step 1: Start A
Conversation
Ok so we begin the process of meeting women by starting a conversation. An
amazing amount of guys feel anxiety about just this step. And that is the first
problem.

The Reason(s) You Don’t Start A Conversation With Her
There are numerous EXCUSES that guys make about why they can’t start a
conversation with a woman.
Let’s take a look at the 3 most common ones:
> Excuse #1: She will reject me
Rejection is one of those things that most guys HATE. If we get rejected, we feel
humiliated, embarrassed and most importantly, we feel LESS of ourselves.
And we just HATE that.
> Excuse #2: Others are watching and I will be embarrassed
You are right, others ARE watching. BUT, they probably don’t give a shit about you
— nor do they care about what you’re doing.
We humans tend to OVER-EMPHASISE how much others care about us. Let me
put it in the right perspective by asking you — how much do you care about others?
When you’re out, how much are you thinking about yourself and your problems,
compared to how much you’re thinking about what others are doing?
Most of us are so caught up in our imaginary problems that we don’t have time for
other people’s imaginary problems. You feelin' me?
Please, just get over other people watching and judging you. Give yourself
permission to approach women just because you are a MAN, and it is OK for you to
approach women, and want to start a conversation with them.
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Imagine you’re gay. How much harder would it be for you to engage a man into a
conversation with the intention of getting this number? How much anxiety would
you feel about society judging you then?
Relax, you’re normal. You like women, and our tradition is that boys will be boys,
and will want to go after women.
If you’ve been made wrong for that, then I have to say, check yourself. It’s kind of
cute when a guy approaches a girl and wants to get her number, and take her out.
People find it cool. But you need to be OK with it first.
So I want to ask you, are you OK with you approaching women? Do you feel like
you deserve it and have permission? If not, here, I GIVE YOU PERMISSION to
approach women, and I give you the ENTITLEMENT to approach women.
Now go out and start a conversation with some. You’ll do society a huge favour - in
contrast to spending the whole day looking at pictures of girls on Facebook.
> Excuse #3: I won’t know what to say If I start a conversation
“I’ll get stuck and won’t know what to say”
“I’ll just get quiet and embarrassed, and then run away…”
Ok, this one could be a legitimate excuse. Maybe you won’t know what to say. You
don’t have the SKILL of making a conversation. So you don’t feel confident.
That’s fair.
But that’s what this book is about. I will show you EXACTLY how to talk to a girl,
what to say, and how to avoid some of the most common (deadly) mistakes that
guys do.

“But Women Don’t Like Me…”
I find that the majority of guys have a poor attitude when it comes to approaching
women. I was guilty of this poor attitude myself, and to be completely honest, even
today if I have a bad day, I sometimes have poor thoughts enter my mind.
The main thought of this poor attitude is “Women won’t like me.”
That’s it.
That is the poorest attitude you can have when you’re going to approach a woman.
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Look man, you need to BELIEVE in yourself. You need to BELIEVE that there IS
something about you that women will like. That there is something about you
that women love.
And no matter how you think you look, and how you feel - I guarantee you that
there is SOMETHING about you that women like.
Maybe it’s your generous heart. Maybe it’s your lion courage. Maybe it’s the fact
that you just adore women.
But there is something.
Whenever I want to approach a woman, I repeat this mantra to myself:
“There is something about me that women love. Women like me.”
It is absolutely essential that you walk into a conversation with this attitude. I
don’t care if you’re doing a direct approach, or just a vague comment - develop this
belief within yourself.
“There is something about me that women love. Women like me.”
Repeat this to yourself often. Repeat it throughout your day, and you’ll notice your
confidence slightly rising every time you say it.

Do You Expect Her To Reject You?
So expectations are another of those huge things when it comes to approaching
women. There is this thing called the Law of Expectation, that I originally learned
from Brian Tracy, the big success guru.
And he taught me that this Law of Expectation means that whatever you expect to
happen (WITH FEELING) will probably happen.
You’ve probably had a typical experience of sitting in class, and the teacher said
“Ok, so today we’ll examine someone.” and you started saying to yourself,
“Oh shit, it’s going to be me. She’ll pick me, she’ll pick me, she’ll pick me...” and
then she miraculously calls out your name.
How can that happen? Coincidence? Did you really have a hunch or is it possible
that you created that moment by giving off a vibe that she’ll ask you?
Hmm…
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Just like dogs can smell fear, women can smell what you expect her to do.
This all happens in a mili-second, where she just “smells” your expectation.
If you expect her to not like you, to push you away, to reject you... and you really
FEEL this in your stomach - I have bad news for you - no matter what opener you
use, this will probably happen.
And on the other hand, if you really expect her to like you and want to talk to you,
again, that’s probably going to happen.
It’s absolutely crucial for you to develop empowering expectations.

Programming Your Expectations
To program my mind to expect a girl to like me, I use a technique called
INCANTATIONS. Incantations are similar to affirmations, with the difference that
they actually work :)
In essence, affirmations are empty, emotion-less words that you repeat to yourself
hoping them to work - which don’t.
But INCANTATIONS are the expression of your body - they are full of emotions
and as you’re repeating what you expect to happen, you actually FEEL the
emotions running through your body.
They worked wonders for me, and I made a video about expectations that you can
watch here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AAY-aVDiEho
I want you to create an incantation of “If I approach a girl, she will smile and will
want to talk to me”
Use this as an incantation and say it over and over again. Then go out, and notice
the difference. You will be far less in your head, you’ll be present and you’ll actually
have the thoughts of her responding positively to you - as suppose to expecting her
to burn your eye out - when you say “Hey”.
80% of your success when approaching women is based upon your
EXPECTATIONS of what’s going to happen if you approach her, and your
BELIEF that you, as a man, have something that women like.
Put effort in it, develop them and I PROMISE you, your game will change no matter
where you are right now.
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Ok, so now that you have the correct attitude about approaching a woman, let’s
look at…
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The Only 3 Ways To Start A Conversation
If you think about it, there are only 3 ways to start a conversation. They are:
1) Make a COMMENT
The first way is to make a comment about something. Let’s say you’re sitting at a
train station, and the girl is sitting next to you. What can you say?
You can say:
Man these trains take ages to come…
I just love it when 2 people are waiting for a train and not talking at all…
Man it’s hot today…
Will this get the conversation started? Maybe, maybe not. But the important thing is
that you SAY SOMETHING. It doesn’t have to be too smart, it doesn’t have to be all
that. All it has to be is SOMETHING.
The second way to start a conversation is to…
2) Ask a QUESTION
Let’s take the same situation, sitting at a train station. Now you can say:
So where are you headed?
Is that the new iPhone?
3) Say Hi
And the third and last way you can start a conversation is by simply saying Hi.
Variations of Hi:
Hey
What’s up
How’s it going
Make sense?
Any opener you can think of will fit in these 3 categories.
The classic opinion opener is basically a question.
Guys whistling on the street is a way of saying Hi.
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Giving compliments, like “I just wanted to say, you have beautiful eyes” is a way of
making a comment.

How To Start A Conversation Naturally With The Power
Of Observation
A lot of guys ask me about starting conversations. They want to know what is the
best way to go about it: is having something to say pre-planned the best route? Or
say whatever comes to mind in any given situation?
I personally use a universal line “Hey, I saw you from over there and thought you
were really cute, and would never forgive myself if I didn’t at least say Hi. What’s
up?”
However, a lot of times I find it more appropriate if I use the POWER OF
OBSERVATION and notice something about a girl.
You can watch a video I made about the power of observation here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GqhFGC2yy_4
In essence, with the power of observation you OBSERVE something about her and
you either comment on it or ask her about it - or even, combine both.
So let’s say you see a girl wearing a dress with butterflies. You may say, “Hey, that’s
a nice dress. (COMMENT) Do you have a special thing with butterflies or is this just
something you picked up in a closet?(QUESTION)”
Right?
Or let’s say you see a girl wearing a nice dress, and a leather rock jacket. You can
say, “Hey, that’s a cool style, you kind of have two sides between elegance and a
rebel. (COMMENT) Are you an artist or something?” (QUESTION)
Get it?
So you combine the comment and a question by OBSERVING with your eyes.
However, if you want to do this correctly, you need to learn…
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How To Stop Thinking All The Time
We live in an age where we basically lost our presence. Just walk into any coffee
shop, or a restaurant, and just observe people. They are CONSTANTLY on their
iPhones, Samsungs or whatever.
Constantly staring at that screen. What are they staring at anyways? Facebook
stuff?
I actually had an idea of opening a restaurant where the motto would be “No Wifi Let’s talk” and have people just BE present with another human being.
If you own the restaurant, maybe you can steal that idea. I’ll be your guest :)
But back to my point.
Learn to be present.
Sit with yourself in a room for half an hour, and just observe stuff around you. You’ll
notice how many things you can pick up just by being present. You’ll notice your
couch and you’ll notice there’s a stain on it. Wow, you never noticed it - how did that
get there?
Here’s a very cool exercise as well.
Go out, anywhere, it can be a park or any public place - and just OBSERVE people.
Sit somewhere, and just observe. Don’t be a stalker or anything, but just calmly sit
there, and notice stuff about people.
Notice the kind of shoes they wear, notice the handbag, clothing. Notice how fast
they walk. Notice how they walk. Notice their hair, maybe an interesting bracelet or
a piece of jewellery.
Notice their energy, and even try to pick up on their emotion. Do they feel excited?
Relaxed? Sad? Stressed?
Those are all things you can comment and ask questions about.
I recommend you do it for at least 3 days, each time for 30 minutes to get into
the moment. Become totally present so that you’re not thinking anymore about
some esoteric ideas, but you notice things around you.
That’s it.
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You’ve just learned everything about how to start a conversation.
Let’s now look at the step 2, which is once you start a conversation, your next job is
to…
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Step 2: Keep The
Conversation
Going
So in this step, you may get stuck. You may ask interview like questions. You
may get what I call “Brain Freeze”, where you just don’t know how to say anything
after couple of sentences.
Or you could get the “Mind Chat”.
Mind Chat is basically your mind creating chatter in your head with stuff like,
“What does she think of me? Does she like me? Did I say something wrong? How
can I get her to stay and not leave?”
Now there are two possible paths guys take when they’re faced with these two
challenges.
First, they get quiet, start looking around and eventually just say “Ok, well have a
nice day…”
The second path is they start asking Interview questions.
So what do you do?
Where do you go to school?
How old are you?
Where do you live?
One thing really typical of interview-like questions is the fact that they don’t connect
with the previous question asked.
So what do you do and where do you live is not connected.
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How To Avoid Asking Interview Like Questions
As the name implies, the purpose of the technique is to enable you to Flow Freely
through the conversation.
Free Flow technique is based on a premise that everything in the world works with
a pulse. The heart has a pulse, we blink in pulse, music has a pulse. Day turns into
night and that is the pulse of the day. We breathe in, and we breathe OUT.
Everything has up and down, yin and yang.
And the same goes for the conversation.
Imagine asking a question as one side of the pulse in the conversation. If you ask
question after question, it’s the same as breathing in without exhaling.
To make the conversation work, you need a PULSE. A question, and a COMMENT.

How To Never Ever Run Out Of Things To Say
Let’s say for example you start a conversation with a girl at a train station. You
asked her, “So where are you headed?”
She turns to you and says, “Oh, just off to school”
What do you say now?
Well after studying naturals, people who are naturally good at making
conversations, I’ve noticed that they flow through a conversation in a structure of
asking 2 questions, and then making 1 comment.
So if you asked her one question, you can ask her another question. You can say,
“Oh, you’re going to school...that’s cool, what do you study?”
Right? You’re asking her another question.
And let’s say she’s one of those one-answer type girls, and she just says, “Law”.
Now you’ve asked 2 questions, you’ve inhaled twice, what now? Well now it’s time
to exhale, or to make a comment.
So the way you do this is by noticing what is the first thing that comes up for you
when she says that she studies law?
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To do that, you need to be present, and not in your head. I’ll tell you more about
how to do this a bit later, but for now, let’s see what you can say.
The first thing that comes to my mind when she says “Law” is a friend who went
to a law school because he was watching a lot of law shows on tv as a kid and
always wanted to be like those guys on TV.
So, I COMMENT on it.
I say,
“Wow, law. You know I have a friend who is in a law school. But he decided to go
there because he was watching a lot of L.A law as a kid, and wanted to be like
him…but when he got there, he realised it’s not that easy…”
Great, you exhaled.
Now at this point, sometimes a woman will make a comment on your comment, or
simply ask you a question. Sometimes she will be the shy-type, and when that
happens, you just do the process again.
You again ask 2 questions, and you make a comment based on her answers.
So for example, if she stays quiet, you say, “So is that the same thing for you, or do
you have a different story?”
Make sense?
You can watch a video of me explaining this in detail here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZWwmATJogKY
You can literally keep these 2 questions and 1 comment in your head as a
guideline.
As you’re having a conversation, just notice - have I asked 2 questions? Ok, it’s
time for a comment. What did she say? What’s the first thing that comes up?
This will take a bit of practice, but if you have a wing or a friend, you can practice
together.
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Conversation Drills
You can do what I call CONVERSATION DRILLS.
What you do with conversation drills is you imagine a situation, and you role play.
He or she can be the girl, and you’re the guy.
You need to let go of any shame about practicing this with somebody.
Ashamed of practicing will keep you in the exact same place where you are now.
Better to do something about it now, then regret about not doing it later in life when
you’re old and bald.

What To Do If You Get Stuck
No matter how great you are at asking two questions and making a comment, you
will still experience a time when you just get stuck.
There will come a point where you simply run out of questions.
When that happens, I want you to use what I call General Questions.
General questions are questions that you use to change the topic, and can ask
anytime, at the start of the conversation, the middle or towards the end.
They are questions like, “So what else is up with you?” or “So what else do you do
besides (ENTER THE ACTIVITY YOU BOTH DO HERE)”
Example, let’s say you approached a girl at a mall, and after a couple of words, you
are left without having nothing else to say.
At this point, you say, “So what else do you do besides walking through the mall
and talking to cute guys…?”
Or if you’re in school, “So what else do you do besides going to school…?”
Or if you’re at a beach, “So what else do you do besides getting sun tan on the
beach and talking to cute guys…?”
Now if you want to use the “Cute guys” part is your choice. The important part is
that you use “So what else do you do besides...
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How To Stop Thinking About What To Say Next
One really important thing I always say to guys who want to stop thinking about
what to say next and how they are coming across to a girl, is to simply let her go.
Truth is, not every woman you start a conversation with is the right girl for
you.
You don’t need to succeed with every girl, just with some.
And one thing that will literally kill your chances of ever hooking up with either one,
is if you try to plan too far and think too much about what to do.
I see guys do this quite often. They get into a conversation, and then they start
thinking about how will they get her number, or should they go for a kiss or not…
My suggestion or invitation is to let go of your outcomes.
Mindset to use:
“Whatever happens…happens…I am OK with however this turns out. If she gives
me her number, that’s cool. If not, that’s cool too.”
In other words, be indifferent.
I know, easier said than done, but it’s one of those things you need to put conscious
effort into. When you’re talking with a girl, let her go. Let go of the outcomes. Be OK
if she leaves, if you never see her again.
The big irony is, that you can only get her after you let her go. Because when
you do, you enable her to come to you - versus you chasing her, and her
automatically running away.
Become present, and enjoy the conversation with her.
Become curious about her. Wonder why she is the way she is. Ask her questions,
make comments and allow yourself to lose yourself in the conversation.
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How To Get Out Of Your Head
One of my favourite YouTubers is Elliot Hulse. You can check him out and his
channel if you haven’t already. He’s a fitness guru, but for some reason, the
majority of his advice is Breathe into your BALLS.
Many people don’t understand what he means by that.
But it’s actually coming from an ancient meditating breathing technique, where you
imagine the air going into your balls.
The intention of it is to make you feel more grounded, and most importantly connected with your body.
Turns out our breathe is the link between your head and your body - figuratively and
literally.
When you get into a conversation, remember to BREATHE.
It’s normal and natural for you to stop breathing when faced with a shock. If you
were ever in a close encounter accident, or you dropped something really valuable,
you know the effect of taking a full breathe in - but not exhaling it.
When under shock, we simply stop breathing.
Learning to breathe fully is a HUGE part of being confident in a conversation. Your
body knows the answers. If you connect with your body, your body already knows
HOW to talk to women. Your body is ALREADY confident.
When under fear, your body produces a lot of adrenaline and a huge amount of
energy is trapped in your body.
When you cut out the air flow from your body, you basically keep that energy in your
body, and you become stiff and rigid.
But when you breathe, you open that gate and allow your body to express that
energy in a way that literally converts it into confidence.
When you feel discomfort or fear as you’re talking with a girl, just BREATHE into
that feeling. Take 3 deep breaths into your stomach, make your belly fat as you do it
and you’ll instantly feel a rush of relaxation and confidence.
Action Tip:
When you feel tense and stiff in a conversation with a woman, BREATHE into it 3
times and allow the body to release the trapped energy.
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How To Avoid Sounding Like A Socially Retarded Nerd
Keep it simple and light.
Actually, keep it STUPID simple and light.
A lot of really smart guys will start a conversation, ask a girl something, and then
they INTELLECTUALISE their response too much.
Example:
The Smart Guy: Hey, how’s it going?
Girl: Oh hey, I’m just doing some shopping.
The Smart Guy: Oh, shopping. You know they say that shopping is the modern day
religion.
Girl: Um…Ok.
Instead of intellectualising the conversation and trying to be too clever with the girl,
keep the conversation light, superficial and simple.
Like this:
Guy: Hey, how’s it going?
Girl: Oh hey, I’m just doing some shopping.
Guy: That’s awesome. Looking for something special or just killing time?
Girl: Well my friend has a birthday so I’m shopping for a present.
Guy: That’s awesome. Last month my friend had his birthday, and I didn’t know
what to get him. It’s always such a pain to choose the right gift. Do you know what
you’ll get him?
Stupid Simple.
Avoid deep debates and intellectualising in the beginning of the conversation, just
stay on the surface level and keep the conversation light.
Once you get to know her better, then you can unload your intellectual abilities to
her.
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Or unload whatever. You totally got my joke here ;)
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Step 3: Spark
Attraction
Ok, so you’ve started a conversation, you kept it going for a
while. Now what?

How Do You Show That You Like Her
More Than Just A Friend?
Do you just tell her?
I have to be honest here. The Pick-Up community has been very
good at convincing you that just having a normal conversation with a girl and then
straight out asking her “Would you like to go out with me sometimes?” is not
enough.
However, I’m here to tell you that saying just that actually often WORKS.
I can’t tell you how many times I just talked with a girl for couple of minutes, and
then said:
“Ok, well it was nice talking to you, I probably need to get going - but you seem like
a cool person. Would you ever want to go for a cup of coffee with me, like on a
date?”
I stopped counting how many times I’ve gotten a “Yes, I would like that” with a
cheeky smile from a girl.
The community tried to convince me that “No, that won’t work”. That’s why I’ve
spent a lot of time trying to forcefully create what is known as “attraction”.

What Is Attraction
Do you remember a time when you were walking down the street, and you saw
HER? She was so beautiful that you just HAD to turn your head and say “Mmm
papa want’s some of that”.
Well, what you were feeling at that point is called ATTRACTION.
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As it turns out, we guys get turned on by how a girl looks - and we automatically
assume that girls primarily like the same in guys.
However, for girls, it’s a slightly different story. Looks can help, but remember how
Brad Pitt once said, that before he was famous he had challenges with getting a
date?
Women get attracted to a guy by things other than his looks. They are attracted by
the way he behaves, by his attitude, his confidence and the words he uses, rather
than just his look.
You probably had an experience with seeing a not so good looking, or even
downright ugly guy with a really HOT girl. You probably remember saying to
yourself, “WTF is she doing with him?!”
Well that’s because he didn’t use his looks to get her, but rather his confidence, his
attitude, his words.
Now the problem came for me when I looked at the wrong source to teach me
about attraction.

What The Pick-Up Community Tells Us About Attraction
The premise of the community is that to create attraction with a girl, you need to be
“funny” or tell stories about how cool you are.
For example, in one of the Pick-up books, I read a story of a guy who took a
helicopter flight, and then told that story to a girl to demonstrate to her how cool he
is - in a way that wasn’t trying to show that he’s trying to be cool, of course.
There’s nothing wrong with sharing a story about a helicopter flight. But what if I
didn’t take a helicopter flight?
How do I show that I’m cool to a girl?
Or a guy who gave an example of telling a girl a story about how his ex girlfriend,
who was a super-model by the way, came to pick him up in a Maserati, and then
gave him a blowjob on the way home.
While she was driving the car.
Sweet.
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So imagine if I was to tell you, that in order to show to a girl that you want to take
her out on a date, you need to tell stories about how you fly helicopters with your
hot super model girlfriends - who all, individually own a Maserati, so a girl thinks
you are cool enough to be attracted to you.
What would you say to me?
You’d probably look at me like I’m insane and close this book.
But by some chance, guys in the community were able to get away with just that.
How?
Well, I believe that a big part of it was that they were able to convince you that the
way you are right now is NOT good enough for those hot women.
So to make up for your lack of “good-enoughness”, you need to learn how to
demonstrate higher value to women, so they think you are way cooler than them,
and so they will feel attracted to you.
I don’t want to play on your insecurity string just to get you to listen to me.
The truth is, that YES, women are attracted to guys who have super model
girlfriends. And yes, the girl is going to think you are somewhat cool if you took
helicopter flights. And yes, if you drive a Maserati, you just need to open your doors
and like 50 cents says, say, “Bitch, get in my car”.
BUT, and it is a big but - even though women are attracted to those things, you
don’t NEED this stuff for a girl to be interested in you, in terms of a guy she’d want
to go out on a date with.
There I said it.
“But Omir, if that isn’t it - what is it then? How do I make a girl want to be with me?”
Here’s some more of that painful truth.
It all starts in YOU.
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The First Shift In Thinking
So the first shift in thinking you need is to change how you feel about yourself.
Because here’s what I think - the majority of guys don’t feel good enough for those
hot girls. They think those hot girls want something that they don’t have.
However, the reason they think they’re not good enough for those hot girls IS THE
EXACT REASON why they can’t get them to like them as a boyfriend.
If you changed how you feel about yourself, and just behaved totally comfortable,
relaxed and at ease because you KNOW that you are good enough the way you
are, those same women would love you.
So let me ask you a question.
Do you believe, I mean truly believe that deep inside you, there is something that
makes women feel attracted to you as a man?
If you can’t give me an affirmative YES, then all the gibberish and fake stories will
NOT help you attract a woman.
The first shift in thinking is for you to go from “What do I do for a woman to consider
me as a man she would want to date?” to “What do I need to believe about myself
for a woman to consider me as a man she is dying to date?”
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Are Girls Turned On By A Ferrari?

Take a look at this picture below.
What do you see?
Well it’s apparently a sexy, attractive girl next to a Ferrari, right?
Now tell me, what is this picture trying to say to you?
That Ferraris are sexy and girls love them right?
That if you get one, a girl will immediately think you’re sexy, right?
Well… maybe.
You see, what this picture subconsciously communicates is that girls like that
WANT Ferraris, and that if you don’t have one, you’re not really qualified to have a
girl like that.
Let’s take the Ferrari not as a Ferrari, but as a symbol of a life-style.
Champagne in VIP lounges, suits and boxes full of money, greek-god style body
shapes, height and good looks…
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That’s a Ferrari life style.
Now every time you watch TV and commercials come up, the media starts it’s
hypnosis.
BAM here’s a hot girl and she’s dating this tall, hot guy…and you need to be hot
and tall because that’s what’s attractive to women.
Watch a commercial of Old Spice, and you’ll see exactly what I’m talking about.
“For Real Men Only”… WTF does that even mean?
The media played a big part in making us feel INSECURE and not enough for
women.
Because of the media, the majority of guys that I talk to, actually believe that hot
women WANT the Ferrari lifestyle, and because they don’t have it, they somehow
don’t DESERVE to date those hot girls.
Make sense?
So we live in a vortex or a matrix, where we’ve been hypnotised to believe that the
way we are is NOT good enough.
Well…

Good Enough: The Most Important Belief To Hold About
Yourself
I am here to tell you that YES women do think owning a Ferrari is cool, and having
money can be an attractiveness booster...
BUT, that is NOT what will ultimately determine whether or not a girl will be
attracted to you.
The foundation of making a girl like you and want to be with you, is in you feeling
that the way you are is GOOD ENOUGH for the girl.

Can Batman Get Dates?
I want to invite you to go on YouTube and type in “Simple Pickup Batman”. When
you open the page, click on the video and WATCH it.
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What you’ll see is two guys, an asian and an indian guy (although indian is also
asian?) approaching girls with all kinds of weird and stupid openers.
For example, one will wear a batman suit and approach women with that. No
Ferrari, no nothing.
And he’ll start talking with her.
And he’ll keep the conversation going.
And he’ll tell her “Give me your number”.
And she’ll say “I don’t usually give my number to strangers.”
And he’ll say, “Well, I don’t mean to brag or anything, but I am a fucking batman”.
And she’ll say, “Ok, you’re right. Here’s my number…”
How is this possible?
How is it possible that an indian guy wearing a batman suit can approach a woman
during broad daylight and get her number, when we all know that indian guys don’t
get laid?
Khm…
It’s because he has understood the real secret. And that is, that he is GOOD
ENOUGH.
You see, something magical happens when you believe you are good enough.
You don’t try to IMPRESS the girl.
You don’t pretend or act as if you are COOLER than you are.
You don’t feel INSECURE about the kind of car you drive.
You don’t try to HIDE parts of you, like the fact that you like playing video games.
And that TURNS WOMEN ON more than you can imagine.
I’m not saying that this is everything you need to know about attraction. But I
wanted to go deep in making you understand that you don’t need any special
powers, lots of money or a diamond penis.
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The foundation for a girl even wanting to get to know you more is in you believing
that the way you are is good enough.
Look, we all have insecurities. I had an insecurity about my nose being long as a
teenager. I was teased and made fun of in school because of where my parents
came from.
That all affected me. I know how it feels to feel insecure and not worthy of women. I
am talking from experience.
And I’m also saying that whatever your insecurity is, race, religion, heritage, social
status, how much money you have in your bank account - all that HAS NOTHING
TO DO with whether or not you can attract a woman.
If you are acting from insecurity, a woman will FEEL that... and she will be TURNED
OFF by you. And there is no technique in the world that can change that.

How To Start Feeling Good Enough?
There is one sentence that I used in my journey, and that I want you to use in your
journey as well to start feeling good enough.
This sentence has been so powerful for me, that if you don’t take anything else
from this book but this sentence, it will be worth the read.
Here’s what you do:
Take all your insecurities, list them out on a piece of paper, look at them and then
say,
“I am good enough”
Insecure because you’re poor? I am good enough.
Short and skinny? I am good enough.
Bald and old? I am good enough.
This sentence is so powerful in the face of any insecurity that when you say it, it will
actually feel like the insecurity is losing it’s power.
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Using The Power Sentence
I want you to repeat this sentence to yourself EVERY MORNING for the next two
weeks, for about 5 to 10 minutes.
“I am good enough”
When you repeat this sentence over and over again, you’ll notice at first your mind
will want to reject it. It will repel it by saying “No you’re not”
But be persistent. Your mind will get tired, and will eventually accept this as a fact.
After about 3 days, you’ll notice a shift in how you feel. You’ll talk with people and
be more at ease. You’ll be more confident and relaxed. You won’t feel the need to
try to impress anyone as much, and you’ll feel like you can be yourself.
When talking with girls, ESPECIALLY in the conversation, keep repeating “I am
good enough” to yourself. This will have a very calming effect, and give you a major
confidence boost.
You’ll start feeling at ease, and you’ll come very close to our indian friend wearing a
batman suit, who feels totally confident and at ease.
Ok, great. So now you’ve learned the foundation to attraction, which is in feeling
good enough for the girl.
Now let’s be a bit more practical, and let me show you exactly HOW you want to
talk to a girl, so you spark attraction and get her to want to go out with you.

How To Talk To Girls So They Want To Go Out With You
Before I go into this topic, let me remind you of what I said before.
You don’t need to do a lot of things to make a girl want to go out with you.
When you feel that you are enough, a lot of times you can just have a cool, normal
conversation with her, and then just say:
“Well it was nice talking to you, I probably need to get going. But you seem like a
cool person - we should hang out sometimes. Would you want to go out for a cup of
coffee with me sometimes?”
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Most of the time, that’s enough, and it’s going to work. But there are elements of
attraction that you want to incorporate into your conversation, so it’s easier for a girl
to want to go out with you.
So if you think about a normal conversation, you usually talk about something
random, like what she does or where she lives - or even what she does for fun.
Those normal conversations usually don’t make a woman want to go out with you.
Those conversations actually make a girl see you just as a nice guy, as somebody
who she see’s only as a FRIEND.
Having nice, intellectual conversations will get you liked - but only as a friend.

How To Avoid The Friend Zone
A lot of guys complain about being put in the “Friend Zone” by a girl. This is the
zone where women put guys that they see just as friends, and nothing more.
I’ll be honest with you here. If you just have nice, pleasing conversations, the girl
will probably put you in the friend zone, because she simply WON’T FEEL it
towards you.
To avoid falling in the friend zone, you need to learn to create ATTRACTION.

How To Get A Girl To Be Attracted To You
I have a question for you. Why do magnets attract?
If you put two magnets together, and you turn them so they face their opposite pole,
they will by nature attract.
The reason that happens is because of a phenomenon known as MAGNETISM.
And magnetism happens when you put something of OPPOSITE close to each
other.
Everything in nature has this natural rhythm of magnetism by opposites. The earth’s
magnetic pole is created by the north pole and the south pole - or simply put,
opposites.
The day has a night and a day, which creates a rhythm. We talked about how
conversations have a natural rhythm of comment and questions.
So attraction is a natural consequence of opposites.
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So how do you use this knowledge when you want to create attraction with a girl, so
she doesn’t see you just as a friend?
Hmm…
I’m going to give you a secret. Creating or sparking attraction with a girl is actually
not that hard to do.
You see, just like everything in nature has an opposite, which creates natural
attraction, there is the same opposite in the conversation with a girl.
Let’s see how most guys talk with girls.
Guy: “You’re pretty. I love your shoes. Your eyes are magnificent. You are
awesome. Want to go out with me?”
Girl: “Thanks, but no.”
Or:
Guy: “I love fishes. Oh, you love fishes too? And you’re the same age as me? And
you go to the same school? Wow we have so much in common (imagining her in a
wedding dress). Would you go out with me?”
Girl: “Yea we do. We’re such great FRIENDS, but I don’t really see you like that…”
Why does this happen?
Why doesn’t a girl want to go out with a guy who has clearly shown interest to her,
or with a guy who has shown how much in common they have?
Let me ask you:
Why are roller coaster exciting?
Well on a roller-coaster, you go UP…and up…and up…and then you go DOWN.
And then up…and down…and up…and down.
The Up-Down ride is what makes us go WOHOO!! Imagine a ride where all you’d
do is go straight.
How boring would that be?
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That’s exactly how a girl feels when you’re acting like a nice guy and you’re only
giving her compliments, or you’re only having logical conversations with her.
You’re only being on one polar side, the positive, nice side of a conversation.
And while you may think “Wow we really had a nice conversation, I think we really
hit it off…” She’s thinking, “…I just don’t FEEL anything…”
To create attraction, you need to mix in the other pole, the opposite.
And what is the opposite of saying nice things? Right, it’s in saying bad things, or
TEASING her.

Creating Polarity With A Girl By Teasing
While you’re having a nice and logical conversation, create a pulse by saying
something that is NOT nice and logical.
Give her a compliment…and then mix it up with a TEASE.
For example, let’s say you give her a compliment about how she has a beautiful
smile.
That’s an obvious trait of a nice guy, giving compliments.
And when she smiles and says, “Thank you”, you mix in the jerky guy, and say:
“Oh, I think you have something between your teeth…”
And when she says, “Really, where??”
You say, “Nah I’m just kidding”
Right?
You just created a PULSE in a conversation. And you just made her FEEL
something.
But what most guys do is they just keep going with the compliments and kissing upness until the girl loses all attraction for them.
Let’s take another example. Let’s say you tell her that she is just PERFECT… and
then you add a tease and say, “Well, maybe only if you were 5 inches taller (or
lower, depending on her height) you’d be just perfect, but you’re still nice…”
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Get it?
Here’s an example of how I use this principle of opposites.
Often I will approach girls, and say to them,
“Hey I saw you from over there, and I had to come over to say you are just…
BEAUTIFUL….”
Then I wait for her to smile and say “Thank you”, and then I say:
“If only you were blonde(or whatever the opposite of her hair color), you’d be totally
my type”
Make sense?
In essence, to create attraction with a girl, and avoid being put in the friend zone,
you need to spice up the conversation by using the play of opposites.
But AGAIN, all of this won’t work, if you secretly feel insecure and not enough.
Beautiful women will SEE right through you, and when they do, make sure they
think to themselves:
“This guy is somehow different…even though I’m wearing high heels and a short
skirt, he’s not trying to kiss my ass and act needy and insecure like most guys that I
meet…hmm this is someone INTERESTING…”

More Examples On How To Get A Girl To Be Interested
In You
So let’s say you start a conversation with her, and she tells you that she’s studying
law. So you two get into a discussion about law, and it’s a totally serious
conversation.
Now, instead of prolonging the seriousness, to create attraction you say something
opposite of seriousness.
You say, “Yea law is tough. They really messed it up there. They should hire a guy
like me to at least make things LOOK better…”
And then smile and wink at her.
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Step 4: Lead To The
Next Level
So now you’ve done EVERYTHING.
A) You’ve started a conversation with her.
B) You’ve kept it going and made it interesting.
C) You haven’t acted like a needy, insecure guy and gave her compliments, but you
created attraction by using polarity and teased her.
Your job is done, right?
Well, almost.
Your final step is to lead her to the next level.
Your next level can be to take her number and speak to her on a different occasion.
It may be to go on an instant date with her. It may be to ask her out on the spot.
Right now I want to give you specific words to use for each of the situations. But
before I do, I want to talk about some psychological barriers that guys bump into
when they want to lead things to the next level.

I’m Afraid Of Ruining The Connection I’ve Built With Her
By Asking For Her Number
Guys get a strange feeling when it’s time to make a “move” with a girl.
I remember when I was starting out. After talking to a girl for a while, I felt that I’ve
built a connection with her, and that now if I ask her for the number, and she says
no, I might ruin the connection.
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It took me a while to understand that a girl ALREADY knows why I’m there…and
she’s actually OK with me asking for her number.
A woman isn’t stupid. She knows exactly why you’re talking to her. She “gets” that
you like her just from the fact that you’re talking to her.
So you’re not going to ruin the connection if you ask for her number. The point of
the connection you’ve built is to be able to ask her for her number. You just gotta
know how to do it, which I will tell you about in a minute.

Giving Yourself Permission To Ask For Her Number
Before I give you the exact words to say to a girl to get her number, I want to
mention this crucial and often overlooked principle of PERMISSION. Most guys are
reluctant in asking for her number because they feel slightly ASHAMED.
Most guys are functioning from this underlying SHAME about the fact that they like
the girl sexually.
You see, we’ve been conditioned by society to crave sexuality on one side, but to
be ashamed of it on the other.
So when the time comes for a man to ask her for her number, a weird mix of
emotions between being socially correct and your desires as a man start to fight.
Most men don’t know how to express those desires in a healthy way, so they rather
play it safe, and not say anything. They just talk with a girl, until the girl says, “I
should probably get going” and they leave, never to be seen again.
Permission has an amazing amount of power.
When you know that you are “allowed” to do something, this opens up all your
energetic points and your communication channels.
I remember when I was 17, I “borrowed” my parents car, and took it for a spin. As I
was driving, I felt this uneasy feeling about being caught.
Well, later when I got my driving license I took my car on the road for the first time I felt weird. It was a strange feeling knowing that I am ALLOWED to drive it on the
road and if the police stop me, I am OK.
The same goes with women. If you feel like you don’t have permission, like you
shouldn’t be doing this because you might get caught, you’ll be emotionally closed
and awkward.
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So permission is the key.

How To Get Permission
One of the signs of a powerful man, is that he is not looking around to get
permission from anyone - but he gives himself the permission to do something.
When it comes to women, there is nobody that will give you the permission to walk
up to women and “hit” on them. Some people will not like it. Some will find it
adorable. But nobody will give you permission BUT you.
I want you to say these words right now to yourself:
“I give myself permission to ask a girl for her number. I am permitted to do that.”
Say it 5 times out loud (or in yourself if you’re in a public place) and tell me how you
feel?
Do you feel a liberating feeling in your chest?
Do you feel like you have more permission now?
Do you feel slightly lighter and like you’ve took a burden off your shoulder?
Do you feel like you don’t have to feel ashamed of the fact that you like a girl, but
can show her that normally?
Keep repeating it until it becomes a part of you. Keep repeating “I have permission
to ask a girl for her number” and notice the differences in your body.
At some point, your body will accept it, and you will feel liberated completely.
So congratulations. Now you feel at ease, you feel empowered, you feel like a rock.
Now let’s learn how to use the WORDS to lead women to the next level.

How To Ask For Her Number Without The Risk Of
Rejection
The reason why you should take her number is not to get a prize and feel that
you’ve succeeded at something.
The point of the conversation is also not to get a phone number. The phone number
just serves as a way of PROLONGING something that was already enjoyable.
What you want to communicate through your words is “It was fun talking to you,
let’s chat again.”
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So let’s get down to the words to use.
I want to give you a line that I call…

Rejection-Proof Number Close
This line is almost rejection proof. Let’s say you’re talking with her for 2-3 minutes,
and she just finished talking about her work. Now you notice that you should
probably get going, so you say to her:

“Ok, well I should probably get going. But it was fun talking to you…we should
hang out sometimes. Let’s exchange numbers and we can stay in touch.”
That’s it. Simple.
Let’s analyse why this is such a great way to ask for her number.
So first you say that you have to go. When you say this, YOU are the one who is
breaking the conversation, not her. This puts you in a power position. You also
show that you are willing to go, and that you have something to do.
Second, you say it was fun talking to you. Again, you’re leading because you
are evaluating her, not the other way around. You’re not saying, “I hope you
enjoyed talking to me”. You’re communicating “Hey, I think you are fun. I am the guy
evaluating girls, and while most women are boring, you are actually kind of fun”
Third, you say “We should hang out sometimes”. Notice you didn’t ask her out.
You didn’t ask anything of her. You are suggesting that because she is a fun cool
person, you should hang out sometimes.
It’s the same as if you meet a famous rock star, and after talking to him he says,
“You are fun. We should hang out sometimes.”
How do you feel when he says that?
That’s right, you feel flattered.
So when you’re saying this, you are coming from a position of power, not from a
position of need or begging.
Finally, you say, “Let’s exchange numbers and we can stay in touch”. This is the
most powerful part.
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How do most guys ask for a girl’s number?
“Can I get your number?”
And what do most women say?
“Wellll….I don’t usually give my number to strangers”
Because what the woman is thinking “If I give him my number, is he going to call
me all the time?”
But you didn’t ask her to give you her number. You said it in a cool-social-guy kind
of tone where it’s OK and social to exchange numbers.
Of course, I’m not saying that this is the only way to get a girl’s number. You can
also say, “You know what, I gotta go. But I would love to take you out for coffee
sometime. If I asked you, would you go?”
This can and will often work; but if you’re just starting out and you want to take it
easy, this is a great way of getting her number with low-to-no risk of rejection.

How To Call Her The First Time (Or Text)
So when most guys get a girl’s number, they treat it as a holy grail and try to come
up with a perfect line to say before they call or text.
Often, because they think texting or calling is something special, they make it TOO
BIG in their head, and they MESS IT UP.
I remember when I got HER number. She was a contender for a miss competition,
and she was BEAUTIFUL.
When I was looking at her on stage, I thought, “Wow, what a girl.”
After the show, I was with my friend in front of the building, and she randomly came
walking. I stopped her and said, “Great show tonight, I think you totally should have
won…”
She smiled and said, “Thanks.”
We started talking, and eventually I pull up my phone and say, “Well it was nice
talking to you, put your number in my phone and I’ll give you a call sometimes”.
And she DID.
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I felt like I was walking on water. I almost did the moonwalk on my way to my car.
Anyhow, after that initial excitement of getting her number, I was looking at the
number, thinking, “Ok, so what should I do? Call her? Text her? What should I text?”
I spent so much time thinking about what to do, that by the time I picked up the
phone and called her, I was a nervous wreck!
My heart was pounding, and I was out of breath! I didn’t know what to say, so I kept
the conversation short and ended it pretty quickly.
If I didn’t call a girl, I would text her something “cute”. Something like, “I just made
you look at the phone ha, ha”
Thinking back on it, I can only imagine how women felt when they the message.
“Who is this fuck?”
If she did respond, I would try to extend the texting into this long conversation,
where we were trying to get to know each other. However, it’s really hard to convey
your personality through text, so after exchanging couple of texts with the girl she
would usually end the conversation, and move on to somebody else.
A bad move.
So here are the 3 principles of texting I want to teach you.
Texting Principle #1: Though Shall Not Hype
Don’t get too hyped over getting a girl’s number. It’s just a number, she probably
gives it to a lot of guys and there’s a possibility that she won’t even remember you.
Stay calm, and casual.
Texting Principle #2: Though Shall Not Be A Clown
Don’t try to be cute, because women don’t fuck clowns. They are not attracted to
guys with cute lines, they are attracted to independent, confident men.
Texting Principle #3: Though Shall Not Text Too Much
Save the getting to know each other for the date. The purpose of a text is to SET
UP A DATE, and nothing more. You can text with her after the date, but not before.
So let’s take a look at couple of texting examples.
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The 1-2 Punch Text Technique
So I want to show you a technique I call the “1-2 punch”. It consists of 2 texts that
you send to a girl after you meet her.
When you get her number, first, take it easy. It will probably not work, so put in your
head that you’re just going to text this girl and see what happens. Have no
expectations.
Then you write:
TEXT 1:
“Hey Megan, It’s Brian, the cute guy you met yesterday at the park. Still remember
me?”
That’s it.
You will keep it simple, short and show that you’re confident.
Now, she will respond with:
HER RESPONSE:
“Hey, sure I remember you! How are you?”
TEXT 2:
“Doing great, how about you? Writing to see when are you buying me that coffee?”
Simple, short, to the point.
This is a very clear indicator that you are asking her out for coffee. You’re not
writing just to chat, you are writing with the intention of taking her out.
The reason this works is because when you took her number, you told her why you
wanted her number.
And she’s not stupid, she knows why you’re writing. You’re also positioning myself
as a guy who doesn’t linger or waste time too much, but is decisive.
Now, as a side comment I want to say that I only had 1 girl call me on that, and say,
“Why do we need to get coffee immediately, can’t we text first and get to know each
other?”
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Going along with this rarely works, as what’s probably happening is a girl wants
some attention. She wants somebody to play with, and then ditch.
Avoid being the toy.
When that happens, say,
“I would love that, but I really don’t have time to text. I also think it’s pretty hard to
get to know someone over text, because you can’t hear them or see their face.
That’s why I prefer meeting you in person, so if you turn out to be a weirdo, I can
excuse myself and run :P ”
You see what you did there? You passed her TEST, and at the end put a fun spin
on it to make the matter lighter.
At the same time you also saved yourself a ton of time in useless texting.

But What If It’s Really Too Soon?
Ok, I’ll bite. Sometimes 1-2 punch is not appropriate no matter what you do.
Sometimes she’s sick, sometimes she actually is busy and can’t meet now but
wants to meet next week.
It’s OK to text for couple of texts, but no more than 3 or 5. Keep it casual, short,
light. Avoid being a bozo and send fun, cute lines like, “I would love to take you to
the zoo, but the guards won’t let me out with you.”
Keep the power, the status going.
Present yourself as a powerful, in control MAN, as opposed to a fun clown that will
entertain her.
Be as NORMAL as you can, like you’re texting with your best friend.
And that’s it!
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You have completed the guide. Now this guide is something you want to keep
around. Maybe you want to share it with a friend you’re going out with to study and
learn it.
You may want to use incantations for a week to see how they work.
Use this guide as a reference to which you keep coming back to. Study it, go back
over some parts and read them again.
Find your sticking points, and practice them.
And don’t forget, I have your back. I have cool free mini courses you can take to
deal with some sticking points, and I also have some full courses. Don’t miss any of
them at www.volcanoconfidence.com
I wish you all the best.
Your confidence coach,
Omir
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